
Home Learning 12.12.22



Practitioner Phonics



1. Read the words.

2. Write them down in your books.

3. Cover the word and see if you can 

spell them.

4. Edit your mistakes in a different 

colour.



what



like



there



when



out



New tricky 

word!



new



their



old



Phase 

5



ay



ay

alternative

ai



ay

Have a go at writing this sound in 

your book



ai ay

What’s the same? what’s different?



1. Read each word.

2. Which one is correct?

3. How do you know?



day

dai



play

plai



spray

s[prai



today

todai



Can you help Pog answer the yes or no 

sentences?

Read each question and answer.



Can a stray cat 

play?



Can paint dry 

in a day?



Will it rain 

today?



Expert Phonics











What is a 

homophone?



What is a 

homophone?

Words that sound the same but 

are spelt differently









The wind blue/blew and 

blue/blew.



Blue/Blew is my favourite colour.



The sky is very blue/blew.



I blue/blew the balloons up.



Your turn.

Write a sentence using the 

homophone blew/blue.

You must use the conjunction 

‘while’, ‘when’ or ‘so’.



Maths



Apprentice

Complete these questions below.

10 and 2 more is

20 + 10 = 

Finish the 3 cherry models below:

27 40

5



Practitioner

Complete the questions below.

Which coins could you use to make 53p?

Which numbers could you use to make these scales correct?

What is 10 fewer than 38? 

If I start on 86 and count on 6 what number will I be on?

- Which digits changed? (e.g. tens, ones or both tens and ones)

6

2



Expert

Complete the questions below.

Come up with 5 different ways coins could you use to make 53p?

Which numbers could you use to make these scales correct?

If I start on 86 and count on 6 what number will I be on?

- Which digits changed? (e.g. tens, ones or both tens and ones)

Mr Barnett starts with a jug with 100ml of water. He pours out 20ml to drink. 
He pours out 30ml to water the plants. How much is left in the jug?

6



English



Read the story of Princess Sara. Can you add in the missing capital letters? 

Then can you rearrange the capital letters you have added in to make the 

magic words? 

once upon a time, there lived a very forgetful princess called Sara. 
princess Sara was always forgetting things. eventually, one day the 
queen set her a test. “never forget these magic words,” said the queen, 
so every day, Sara wrote down the words in case she forgot them. soon, 
months went by and slowly, the princess forgot to write them every day. 
everyone was happy, until one day, a bad dragon kidnapped the queen 
and locked her up in a castle. sara decided she would rescue the queen 
and when she arrived at the door of the castle, it spoke to her. 
“after you speak the magic words, I will open,” said the door. 
“magic words…?” Sara asked. eyes tight shut, she thought hard and at 
that very moment, Sara remembered the magic words and spoke them 
to the door...

Show answers What are the magic words? ____ ______

Once upon a time, there lived a very forgetful princess called Sara. 
Princess Sara was always forgetting things. Eventually, one day the 
queen set her a test. “Never forget these magic words,” said the queen, 
so every day, Sara wrote down the words in case she forgot them. Soon, 
months went by and slowly, the princess forgot to write them every day. 
Everyone was happy, until one day, a bad dragon kidnapped the queen 
and locked her up in a castle. Sara decided she would rescue the queen 
and when she arrived at the door of the castle, it spoke to her. 
“After you speak the magic words, I will open,” said the door. 
“Magic words…?” Sara asked. Eyes tight shut, she thought hard and at 
that very moment, Sara remembered the magic words and spoke them 
to the door...

OPEN SESAME



Snow Story!

Apprentice:
Can you write 2 sentences using a capital letter, finger spaces and full stop 
about what you did today?

Practitioner/Expert:
Can you write a short story or recount about your snow day?



Practice your common exception words!



Science



Is snow a suitable material to build a house 
out of?
Be a scientist and investigate whether snow can be used to make a 
house (you could even test this using the snow outside!)

Record your results in any way you wish!

e.g. poster, pictures or your own written scientific conclusion. 



If you have any other spare time!

You could:

Practice your 2’s, 5’s, 10’s and 3’s

Practice your spellings this week – these can be found on the blog.

Reading a book from your online library.


